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MIT INNOVATION NODE
Co-working sPaCe i  Hong kong, Hong kong, 2017

Location: Hong kong, Hong kong
Program: Co-working space
Built area: 190 m2 
status: Built
office: Upscaling operations (UPsoP)

MiT's Hong kong innovation node is a novel co-working space geared for 
collaborative design and quick realization of ideas. it is designed for both 
MiT and Hong kong students to cultivate innovative ideas. its mission is to 
galvanize the region's innovation ecosystem, educating the next generation 
of global innovators to take their ideas to impact.

MiT innovation node is a co-working space for active learners and makers. it 
includes a set of mobile furniture offering flexibility and encourages creativity 
in the shared 
fabrication spaces. 3 panels of interactive display partitions near the 
entrance consist of numerous led light bulbs, served to display students' 
work.



BUTTERPLY: BETTER FURNITURE, BETTER LIVES
FUrniTUre i  Hong kong, Hong kong, 2016

Location: Hong kong, Hong kong
Program: Furniture 
status: Built
            Launched at kickstarter on august 12, 2016
            (163% funded)
            Featured on notcot, gizmodo, Core77, Yahoo, Treehugee, etc.
office: Upscaling operations (UPsoP)

stylish people of all ages no longer crave for products from multinational 
furniture retailers. "we have used furniture from global brands but we were 
dissatisfied with the overall sameness of the products and the hassle that 
comes with the installation." This has led to the creation of ButterPly, a 
simple yet unorthodox furniture series designed by a group of architects 
and designers from Hong kong. it is aggressively priced so as to deliver 
affordable designer pieces to every home and office.
The elegantly designed ButterPly desks are innovative in every detail. 
inspired by Japanese wood joinery, the assembly is easy and requires 
no screws nor tools. even better, the height of the frame can be adjusted 
thanks to the in-house developed smart joinery system. its durable table top 
is ergonomically crafted with various functions embedded. The ButterPly 
furniture series offers 4 different sizes ranging from an upstanding desk, a 
personal desk to a dining table.



VERTICAL PLATFORM
PUBLiC sPaCe, CULTUre  i  BUsan, korea 2016

Location: Busan, korea
Program: Public space, Masterplan
Client: kyungdong Construction
size: 134,663 m2 
status: Competition entry
            awarded Special Selection for Busan Mulmangol Bunker regeneration
            (Busan international architectural Culture Festival)
            Published on The Bunker | korea,
                                  a&C | korea
Project Partner: Minyoung kim

in Mulmangol, the highest location would be a lobby based on the geographical features of the mountain. 
at the entrance, a museum is located so that many people can access the bunker with a stimulated 
cultural interest. starting from the place serving as both on observatory and a lobby, a variety of places 
such as exhibition hall and museum, performance hall, and cafe are set up, along with sliding and  
elevating cores so that people can easily get in and leave the bunker. in particular, sliding and elevating 
cores bring a dramatic experience for visitors, creating the feeling that the place is totally different from 
others. inside the bunker, spaces are divided into storage, production and utilization areas. storage 
is to be used for storing wine; production is for cultivation and production of mushrooms, cheese, and 
tomatoes by using the temperature and humidity inside the bunker; and the last area is composed of 
'Mulmangol Market', restaurant, wine bar and cafe in which products from the bunker are sold and served. 

in order to restore the bunker that was abandoned within urban areas 
without any functions as a cultural center of Busan, we suggested 
'Vertical Platform' which was a modular type of cultural space. The 
basic idea was to 'preserve nature as it is' while designing a 
'landmark' so that people could remember the site as a symbol of 
culture and tourism. nature (Hwangnyeongsan Mountain), the existing 
context (Cultural and historical), and the bunker which has a value of 
preservation and utilization in a historical aspect, were interconnected 
to emphasize the vertical connection of the space. a culture deck was 
created to focus on its availability as vertical space so that people 
could enjoy various kinds of experiences. our project was composed 
of three programs comprising a lobby space named Vertical Platform, 
a parking tower and a culture deck of a modularized circular structure.



FOUR SEASONS RESORT
RESORT  I  baha calIfORnIa, mExIcO, 2015

location: baha california, mexico
Program: Resort, masterplan
client: Withheld
Size: 730,000 Sf 
Status: Under construction

Project manager: claire Davenport
Project Designer: bumjin Kim
Team members: Sophie Dulau
        Zachary White
        Sophie Dulau
         Oleksandra barysheva
        brandon cari
        



bEAch cAbANA 
hOTEl cabana  I  baha calIfORnIa, mExIcO, 2015

location: baha california, mexico
Program: beach cabana
client: Withheld
Size: 600 Sf 
Status: built

Office: Gueringlass architects
Principal: brendan Guerin, Scott Glass 
Project manager: claire Davenport
Project Designer: bumjin Kim

Team members: Sophie Dulau
            Philip Song



URBAN PLATFORM
PUBLiC sPaCe i  LisBon, PorTUgaL, 2014

Location: Lisbon, Portugal
Program: Public space
Plot area: 2100 m2
Built area: 172 m2 
status: Competition entry
    awarded 1st Place in Lisbon open room Competition(arCHmedium) 
      awarded Red Dot Design Award for Design Concepet(red Dot award)
       awarded Bronze in architecture, Building and structure Design Category 
            (a' Design award)
      awarded Honorable Mention for Public spaces 
            (international Desgin award 2016)
            
Project Partner: Minyoung kim

INSPIRATION:
There is no reason scaffolding structure can't be just as efficient, if not more 
efficient than other materials, and provide a more flexible space, even if it is 
only used for temporary structures.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
our goal of project is to capture this experience with minimal interference to 
its surroundings. we used scaffolding like structure to not take away focus 
from the city; rather the structure is designed to be invisible from the distance. 
The proposed structure would allow visitors to relax, play, watch, listen, sit 
and mostly importantly experience the city as much as walking around. The 
structure composed of five different modules, steps, stage, Void, enclosed 
space, and Miradouro.

PRODUCTION / REALIZATION TECHNOLOGY:
scaffolding has been used for a very long time, across the globe. 
essentially, it is a temporary structure that supports people or 
materials during the construction process. This unit platform is 
able to transform into a fully immersive environment for events 
and activities, from an ordinary scaffolding structure right next to 
Monastery of sao Vicente de Fora. The entire unit structure is 
merged with specific settings, such as stairs, sitting stairs, rest-
rooms, etc. each stage captures the environment that is projected 
onto the scaffolding unit, melding with the surrounding area. it al-
lows an adaptable structure that can work in varied settings and 
events. The structure remained as an elevated public platform 
itself, allowing people to experience the space and environment 
beneath the platform.
CHALLENGE:
The challenge was to design a five different modules which are 
easy to build, disassemble, and maximize the potential events 
with all the demands of the architectural aspects.



UNBLOCKED
insTaLLaTion  i  CaMBriDge, Ma, Usa, 2014

Location: Cambridge, Ma, Usa
Program: installation, Public space
Client: MiT
Built area: 15m2 
status: Completed
             awarded Honorable Mention in Temporary structure Built
            (international architecture awards 2015)

Project partner: evelyn Ting, shiyu wei

Unblocked is a prototype for a new kind of pop-up exhibition space under 
the theme: fast,cheap, and light. Made from mylar, it is a lightweight system 
that can be pre-cut to specific geometries, stitched together off-site, and 
then expanded and assembled on-site. Tension ties are used to preserve 
the expanded form, from which a section is carved to produce both an 
inhabitable space and a rippled texture in the facade. Made from 
inexpensive materials, it is both easy to build and disassemble. This 
installation enables several things - a line of vision that is partially concealed, 
a series of enfilade zones that can serve as a medium to large-sized gallery 
space, as well as special pocket niches for additional displays. Unblocked is 
a sitespecific installation that helps highlight artwork.HGFEA B C D
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This specific installation is situated around Jacques Lipchitz's 1950
bronze sculpture "Birth of the Muses," and is intended to prompt future
pop-up spaces that will highlight MiT's extensive public art collection on
campus.
 
This project is funded by the MiT Department of architecture and the
Council of the arts at MiT.



WORLDS UNSEEN 
PUBLIC SPACE, FOLLY | BROOKLYN, NY, USA, 2014 
 
Location: Brooklyn, NY, USA
Program: Installation, Public space
Status: Competition Entry
Awarded Honorable Mention in IDA 2015
(International Design Award)
Project Partner: Sophie Dulau

There are the elements in nature we encounter every day. Blades of grass, the 
branches of trees, the ripples of a pond, the petals of flowers. There is, however, 
another deeper universe that exists beneath; it’s harder to see, but no less crucial. 
This installation uses transparent columns as ethereal pedestals to showcase all 
the natural beauty that normally escapes our eyes, both above and below the 
surface. It is, in effect, a glimpse of nature in its most complete and holistic state, 
and a rarely afforded view of wonders undiscovered and worlds unseen.

«Worlds Unseen» is intended to be a revelation. Of many things, but at its most 
basic level, it will reveal the beautiful elements of nature that normally escape our 
eyes. On a daily basis, we encounter the branches and leaves of a tree, but we are 
totally blind to the intricate structure of its roots. We notice a lily pad on the top of a 
pond, but we’re unaware of the tendrils that coil and reach beneath the water. And 
we are cognizant of the insects and worms that scamper across the sidewalk, but 
we’re oblivious to the complex structure of their tunnels below the soil.
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BUTTERPLY 
BRANDING | HONG KONG, HONG KONG 2015 
 
Client: UPSOP 
Status: Completed 

Inspired by traditional Chinese wood joinery, the assembly of the 
ButterPly desk is easy and requires no screw nor tools. Even better, 
the height of the frame can be adjusted thanks to the in-house 
developed smart joinery system. Butterply is made with sustainable 
plywood and is resistant to temperature and moisture fluctuations.

FRAMELESS 
BRANDING, APP | SEOUL, KOREA 2018 
 
Client: JKS Indudtry 
Status: Completed

Frameless is an online marketplace connecting old generation with younger 
generation, and seller and buyer local hosts. On one side, the platform enables 
people who are not professional painters to list their paints and earn extra income. 
On the other, Airbnb enables people who are interested in buying real paintings for 
their houses to buy unique paintings for home decorations with cheap prices. 
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